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While we do agree that past performance is certainly not a guarantee of             
future results past performance does provide valuable information.  
 
The stock market will never perform exactly as it has in the past, because on               
any given day it is very unlikely that all economic variables that effect the              
market will align themselves exactly as they have in the past. In other words,              
if we look at any random day it is virtually impossible that at anytime in the                
future that the economis variables like U.S. inflation rate, GDP growth,           
unemployment, tax structure, interest rates, import/export balance etc. will         
ever again be identical to what it was on that date. And if you are basing                
market predictions on such economic variables, then past performance         
cannot be an accurate predictor of future performance. By extension then           
most of the market commentary you hear on TV financial news or read on              
the internet, are providing useless information in terms of predicting future           
market performance. 
 
Past performance can however, prove to be of value under the following            
conditions. If a long enough time period is chosen that encompasses multiple            
economic conditions, we then can assume that what we’ve seen in the past             
encompasses many of the outcomes we are also likely to see in the future,              
even though they may be the result of different conditions. For example the             
stock market dropped nearly 50% during both the tech wreck and again            
during the financial crisis under very different economic conditions. 
 
There is value in knowing that if an investment or strategy has outperformed             
other investment options during multiple prior periods there is some level of            
confidence that it will do so again in the future. Most academic studies will              
put a higher weight on that probability based on a longer time frame             
incorporated in the “look-back” period. At Fund Trader Pro we back test our             
customized strategies as far back as data exists for the investment options in             
each 401(k)plan where we provide our investment recommendations. 
 
At Fund Trader Pro, LLC, our models our based on momentum and market             



trends, the key indicator of which is the price of the security. In other words               
we don’t care “why’ a security is moving in price, we only care that it is and                 
in what direction. Specifically we measure how strong a move is relative to             
other available investment choices. We do not use a cookie cutter approach            
across all plans. For each plan that we provide recommendations for we            
choose which funds to use in our model and then perform a series of back               
tests to determine the best risk adjusted option. Based on our multiple step             
approach, customized recommendation and results of independent research,        
we feel that past performance can in fact be a good (but certainly not              
guaranteed) indicator of future performance. Again, this is our opinion , but it            
is not just our opinion.  
 
** As a side note: Fund Trader Pro will not make recommendations for a              
plan’s investment if we don’t feel our process has the potential to provide             
significant value. We require our process to have a large margin of error             
before recommending over actual fund performance. 
 

Our investment strategy was the basis for the paper: "Using Style Index 
Momentum to Generate Alpha" by Bill DeShurko and Professors Eakins and 
Tibbs that was awarded the Charles H. Dow Award in 2007 by the 
prestigious Market Technicians Association as the best technical paper of 
the year. In addition, in his book “Dual Momentum Investing: An Innovative 
Strategy for Higher Returns with Lower Risk” author Gary Antonacci 
provides a history of research on what is termed the momentum anomaly. 
An investment anomaly is defined as a strategy which is known to produce 
out sized returns relative to the historic risk of the strategy.  
 
While market momentum is determined by economic conditions we don’t          
really care what those conditions are. It really doesn’t matter, it only matters             
that it happens and that we have found a way to measure it. But, for the sake                 
of intellectual argument, most money managers will attribute momentum in          
security prices to psychology. Specifically a niche of psychology termed          
“crowd psychology”. Simply, we as a group of people tend to follow the             
crowd. And so, unlike virtually anything else that we can choose to buy, we              
like to buy things including stocks when everyone else is. In other words             
when the price is increasing. And conversely sell stocks as the crowd is             
selling and the price is declining. Since we all have different recognition            
points, these cumulative buys and sells, over time, create price momentum.           

http://docs.mta.org/pdfs/2008DowAwardWinner.pdf
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At Fund Trader Pro, LLC what we are really measuring is human nature.             
And that has not changed through the past and is unlikely in the future to               
ever change significantly! In fact, we feel that momentum investing is           
becoming a bigger part of stock investing with the advent of algorithmic, or             
software enhanced trading. Many of these models are based on predicting           
where momentum will be the strongest in the market and getting in, or out              
ahead of the “crowd”. 
 
In conclusion, while neither past performance or back tested models can           
guarantee future results, at Fund Trader Pro we would rather rely on            
strategies that have shown superior prior performance (either actual or          
tested) than rely on strategies with inferior historical results.  


